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FINDINGS OF FACT AND REPORT 

 On the basis of an Agreed Statement of Facts and 

testimony and exhibits introduced at the hearing of this 

appeal, the Appellate Tax Board (“Board”) made the 

following findings of fact.   

The appellant, Circuit City Stores, Inc. (“Circuit 

City”), is a Virginia corporation with its principal 

business location in Henrico County, Virginia.  

Circuit City is a retail vendor of electronic equipment and 

appliances throughout the United States, including 

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island.  

During the quarterly tax periods ending March 31, 1993 

through December 31, 1996 (the “periods at issue”), 

Circuit City operated approximately eighteen retail stores 

and a distribution center in Massachusetts, as well as 

stores in New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Connecticut.   

Circuit City timely filed Forms ST-90R, Massachusetts 

Department of Revenue Quarterly Sales and Use Tax Return 

For Vendors On Monthly Payment System for the periods at 

issue and timely paid the taxes shown as due on the 

returns.  On or about June 5, 1995, the Department of 

Revenue (“DOR”) commenced a sales and use tax audit of 

Circuit City.  As a result of the audit, the Commissioner 

of Revenue (“Commissioner”), by Notice of Intention to 
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Assess (“NIA”) dated November 18, 1997,1 proposed to assess 

additional taxes, denoted as “sales/use” taxes, in the 

amount of $266,780.04, inclusive of interest and penalties, 

for the periods at issue.  Circuit City timely requested a 

hearing with the DOR’s Appeal and Review Bureau.  On 

May 6, 1998, a telephonic hearing was held, and by letter 

dated July 20, 1998, the DOR’s Appeal and Review Bureau 

informed Circuit City that it was upholding the proposed 

assessment as reflected in the NIA. 

By Notice of Assessment (“NOA”) dated August 4, 1998, 

the Commissioner then notified Circuit City that he had 

assessed additional taxes, denoted as “sales/use” taxes, in 

the amount of $281,227.87, inclusive of interest and 

penalties for the periods at issue.2  On September 10, 1998, 

Circuit City filed four Applications for Abatement for tax 

years 1993, 1994, 1995 and 1996, protesting the assessment 

of taxes in an amount “uncertain” and requesting a hearing 

on these Applications for Abatement.  On March 24, 1999, 

Circuit City formally withdrew its request for a hearing 

and its written consent to  the Commissioner’s  failure  to  

                                                           
1 Circuit City had signed consents extending the time for the assessment 
of taxes.     
2   This NOA involved four distinct issues:  exempt sales ($12,035.00); 
expense items ($1,044.00); fixed assets ($10,310.00), and alternative 
location sales ($172,460.00).  The assessment for the alternative 
location sales is the only assessment at issue in this appeal. 
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act on the Applications for Abatement. On March 29, 1999, 

Circuit City filed a Petition Under Formal Procedure with 

the Board, claiming that the Commissioner had failed to act 

on its Applications for Abatement within six months of 

filing.3  On the basis of the facts above, the Board found 

it had jurisdiction over the appeal at bar. 

There are two assessments at issue in this appeal.  

The first is the assessment by the Commissioner of 

“sales/use” taxes of $172,460, plus interest and penalties, 

for the quarterly tax period beginning on April 1, 1993, 

through and including the quarterly tax period ending on 

March 31, 1996.  This assessment was reflected in the NOA 

dated August 4, 1998.  The second is the self-assessment in 

the total amount of $91,866.88 made on quarterly tax 

returns filed for the quarterly tax periods from April 1993 

through and including March 1995.   

These assessments related to transactions which 

Circuit City called “alternative location sales.”  Circuit 

City considered an alternative location sale to be one in 

which a customer purchased merchandise at one store but 

then picked up the merchandise at another store.  

                                                           
3 By Notice of Abatement Determination dated April 20, 1999, the 
Commissioner notified Circuit City that its Applications for Abatement 
were deemed denied upon Circuit City’s withdrawal of consent for the 
Commissioner to act on the Applications for Abatement after six months 
from the date of filing. 
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All transactions were specifically coded in Circuit City’s 

inventory computer system, the Distributive Process System 

(“DPS system”) so as to differentiate between transactions 

in which an item was either carried out by the customer, 

delivered to a recipient, or picked up by the customer.  

The DPS system also recorded other pertinent information, 

including the store location where the item was purchased 

and where the item was to be picked up; the name, address 

and telephone number of the purchaser; the item purchased, 

including the brand, model, and sales price of the item; 

and the imposition of any sales tax.   

The customer receipt, which was generated at the time 

of the sale and given to the customer, contained 

information similar to that recorded by the DPS system, 

such as the store location where the item was purchased and 

a description of the item, including the brand, model, and 

sales price.  It also included the notation “reserved” 

alongside an item that was to be picked up and the location 

of the alternative Circuit City store where the item was 

“reserved” for the customer.  Circuit City’s district 

manager for the metro-Boston market, Robert McKinney, 

testified, and the Commissioner did not dispute, that the 

“reserved” designation did not mean that a particular item 

was set aside in the alternative location store’s 
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inventory, but rather, that one less item was available for 

sale there, thus reducing the number of available items for 

sale to other customers at that location.   

When the customer arrived at the alternative location 

store, the customer presented the customer receipt to the 

store’s customer service representative.  The pertinent 

information was entered into the DPS system, and a pick-up 

ticket was generated in the warehouse of that store.  A 

warehouse employee then removed an item matching the make 

and model specified on the pick-up ticket from the store’s 

inventory of those items, verified the item by entering its 

serial number into an electronic scanner, and brought it to 

the customer for release.  Only at the time that the 

warehouse employee scanned the released item was the item’s 

specific serial number identified and entered into the DPS 

system. 

In the particular alternative location sales at issue, 

customers purchased merchandise at a Massachusetts Circuit 

City store in Burlington, Danvers or Somerville, the three 

stores closest to New Hampshire, and designated that they 

would travel to a New Hampshire store to pick up the item.  

During the quarterly period beginning on April 1, 1993 

through the period ending on March 31, 1995, prior to 

changing its accounting and reporting system, Circuit City 
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had remitted $91,866.88 of Massachusetts sales tax on 

alternative location sales involving purchase in 

Massachusetts and pick-up in New Hampshire.4  In 

April, 1995, Circuit City programmed its DPS system to 

review sales and determine taxability of alternative 

location sales based upon the place where the item would be 

released to the customer.  Accordingly, for the tax periods 

at issue beginning in April, 1995, Circuit City remitted no 

sales or use tax on items purchased in its Massachusetts 

stores but designated for pick-up in New Hampshire.   

During the hearing of this appeal, the Commissioner 

introduced testimony of three witnesses who entered into 

alternative location sales in the Burlington Circuit City 

store.  The witnesses were sequestered during each other’s 

testimony, and they all testified consistently.  The 

witnesses testified that a Circuit City employee at a 

Massachusetts location informed them that they could  avoid  

                                                           
4 Prior to changing its DPS system, Circuit City’s accounting system did 
not distinguish receipts from alternative location sales.  Accordingly, 
although it was not collecting sales or use tax on alternative location 
sales from its customers at the point of sale, believing such sales to 
be free of tax because the customers picked up the merchandise in 
New Hampshire, Circuit City’s accounting personnel were still remitting 
to the Commonwealth five percent of all receipts from sales 
attributable to its Massachusetts stores and not otherwise exempted 
from Massachusetts sales or use tax, including receipts from 
alternative location sales.  Therefore, prior to refining its 
accounting system to isolate receipts from alternative location sales, 
Circuit City unwittingly paid sales tax on these sales, believing that 
it had merely under-collected sales tax from its Massachusetts 
customers. 
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paying sales tax on an item by purchasing it in the 

Massachusetts store but then picking it up in a 

New Hampshire store.   

The first witness, Michael J. Stack, testified that he 

entered the Burlington Circuit City store intending to 

purchase a television and VCR, and while “haggling” over 

prices, a Circuit City employee suggested a tax-free pick-

up option for the television, the more expensive item.  

Mr. Stack did purchase the television and VCR in Burlington 

that day, and upon the employee’s advice, he designated 

that he would pick up the television in New Hampshire.  

Circuit City did not charge him sales tax on the 

television.   

The second and third witnesses, Barbara LeBlanc and 

Tammy Long, were college students and residents in 

Massachusetts when they entered the Burlington Circuit City 

store together, intending to purchase computers.  The 

witnesses testified that they had decided to purchase the 

computers when, at the point of check-out, the Circuit City 

employee informed them that they could pay for the items  

in  the Burlington store, but pick up the expensive items, 

the CPU and computer monitor, in the Salem, New Hampshire 

store, which would save them from paying sales tax on those 

larger items.  
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Upon this advice, Ms. LeBlanc and Ms. Long both designated 

that they would pick up their computers in New Hampshire, 

and Circuit City did not charge them sales tax on these 

items.  

According to all three witnesses, when they picked up 

their respective items in New Hampshire, they simply 

presented their customer receipts to claim the merchandise.  

No additional amounts were charged and no other 

transactions transpired at that time.  The Board found the 

three witnesses to be credible and found the accounts 

described in their testimony to be representative of the 

alternative location sales at issue.  

Circuit City offered evidence attempting to establish 

that an alternative location sale was not completed until 

the customer picked up the purchased item at the designated 

New Hampshire store.  According to its internal procedures, 

the sale was not credited to the Massachusetts store, and 

the sales associate who initiated the sale did not receive 

a commission, until the customer picked up the item at the 

alternative location.  At the point that the item was 

purchased, the DPS system did not reflect that a particular 

item with a particular serial number had been set aside for 

the customer, but rather, that one less item of that type 
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was available for sale to other customers at the 

alternative location store.   

However, the Board found that the alternative location 

sales were hardly intended to inconvenience the customers 

by creating an additional step to acquire their 

merchandise.  Rather, as Mr. McKinney also testified, they 

were offered as a convenience to Circuit City customers, as 

part of Circuit City’s overall philosophy “to wow the 

customer” and “to be a place where a customer can go get as 

much [] help as they need with a product.”  Fundamentally, 

the alternative location sale option was offered to the 

customer as a further inducement to purchase by saving the 

customer a five percent sales tax on the purchase of items 

at Circuit City.  Moreover, the customers unquestionably 

had an ability to demand a refund or exchange at the store 

where the original sale had occurred before traveling to 

the alternative location for pick-up.  In fact, there is 

nothing in the record to suggest that the customers would 

be prevented from deciding to pick up the item at the 

Massachusetts store rather than travel to the alternative 

location. 
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Accordingly, the Board found that upon paying the 

purchase price for merchandise in the Massachusetts store, 

the customers each received an absolute right to possess 

the items purchased.  Each customer had a right to demand 

that Circuit City furnish the item to them immediately.  

Where Circuit City held the items for pick-up at another 

location, it merely acted at the direction of the customer 

and for his or her convenience.  This finding is consistent 

with Mr. McKinney’s testimony indicating that sales revenue 

was attributed to the Circuit City store where the sale 

occurred, not the store where the merchandise was later 

released.    

In the course of the audit for the tax periods at 

issue, the Commissioner’s auditor reviewed transactions in 

seven of Circuit City’s stores – Attleboro, Braintree, 

Burlington, Danvers, Seekonk, Somerville and Springfield – 

choosing these stores for their proximity to the borders of 

Connecticut, New Hampshire and Rhode Island.  The auditor 

requested tax records from all seven stores for a thirty-

day period, the month of September, 1996.  However, Circuit 

City refused to comply with the auditor’s original request 

for records.  Therefore, the auditor scaled back his 

request and sought records for two days, April 21, 1996 and 

May 12, 1996 for the Circuit City stores closest to the 
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border of New Hampshire –- Burlington, Danvers and 

Somerville.  Circuit City produced these records.  After 

receiving these records, which included the DPS Entry 

Journal records and the sales and use tax returns with 

their supporting records for all three stores, the auditor 

then requested that Circuit City enter into a statistical 

sampling agreement because of the volume of records 

involved in the examination.  Circuit City refused to 

negotiate a statistical sampling agreement.  The auditor 

therefore used a two-day statistical sampling period based 

upon the two days of records provided by Circuit City.   

Upon reviewing those records which Circuit City made 

available to him, the auditor discovered that, for the 

alternative location sales involving sale of an item in 

Massachusetts and pick-up in New Hampshire, as so coded by 

the DPS system, Circuit City did not collect sales tax.  

Based upon his sampling, the auditor concluded that Circuit 

City did not collect a sales tax on any of the items that 

were sold in Massachusetts and coded in the DPS system for 

pick-up in New Hampshire.  After completing the audit using 

the sampling method, the auditor presented his results to 

Circuit City.  The appellant disagreed with these results 

but failed to provide the auditor with any additional 

documentation to support its contention. 
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 For the reasons explained in the Opinion which 

follows, the Board found that Circuit City was properly 

subject to Massachusetts sales and use tax on the 

alternative location sales at issue.  The Board also found 

that the Commissioner’s classification of the tax as a 

“sales/use” tax in the NIA and NOA did not render the 

assessment void due to a failure to properly assess the tax 

at issue or a failure to give Circuit City proper notice of 

the type of tax that was being assessed.  Finally, the 

Board found that the audit methods employed by the 

Commissioner’s auditor were neither unreliable nor invalid 

in the circumstances of this appeal.  Accordingly, the 

Board issued a decision for the appellee.  

 

OPINION 

 
1. The transactions at issue were subject to the    

Massachusetts sales and use tax.  
 
 
G.L. c. 64H, § 2 imposes a sales tax of five percent 

upon a vendor’s sales at retail in the Commonwealth of 

tangible personal property that are not otherwise exempt.  
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G.L. c. 64I, § 2 imposes a corresponding use tax5 “upon the  

storage, use or other consumption in the commonwealth of 

tangible personal property purchased from any vendor for 

storage, use or consumption within the commonwealth 

. . . .”6  The issue in this appeal is whether the 

Commissioner properly assessed a “sales/use” tax on Circuit 

City for the sale of tangible personal property by means of 

an “alternative location sale” involving payment in 

Massachusetts and pick-up of the item in New Hampshire. 

 

a. The alternative location sales qualified as  
Massachusetts sales.  

 
 

A sale of tangible personal property occurs “in the 

commonwealth,” and is thus subject to the Massachusetts 

sales tax, if either title to or possession of the property 

passes to a purchaser or a purchaser’s designee in 

Massachusetts.  G.L. c. 64H, § 1 (definition of “sale”), 

                                                           
5  The sales and use taxes are described as “complementary components of 
a unitary taxing program . . . .”  Towle v. Commissioner of Revenue, 
397 Mass. 599, 604 (1986).  Certain transactions may be subject to 
either a sales tax or a use tax, while other transactions may be 
subject to both taxes.  However, a taxpayer will not be liable for a 
use tax if the transaction has already been subjected to a sales tax.  
G.L. c. 64I, § 7(a) (exemption from the use tax for sales already 
subjected to a sales tax). 
6 While liability for the use tax generally resides with a purchaser who 
stores, uses or consumes the property, vendors are charged with the 
responsibility for collecting and remitting the use tax if the sale is 
made by a vendor engaged in business in the Commonwealth.  G.L. c. 64I, 
§ 4.  Circuit City is a vendor engaged in business in Massachusetts and 
therefore, it is liable for collection of use taxes if the disputed 
transactions are subject to use tax in Massachusetts. 
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830 CMR 64H.6.7(2) (definition of “sale”), and 830 CMR 

64H.6.7(3)(a) (general rules of taxability of sales for 

delivery out-of-state).  See also The Neiman Marcus Group 

v. Commissioner of Revenue, 2001 ATB Adv. Sh. 42, 50 

(January 24, 2001) and The Anthony Galluzzo Corp. v. 

Commissioner of Revenue, 21 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 72, 77 

(1997).  The sales tax is imposed on the vendor at the rate 

of five percent of the vendor’s gross receipts from sales 

at retail in the Commonwealth.  G.L. c. 64H, § 2.   

In addition, a vendor engaged in business in the 

Commonwealth has the obligation to collect a use tax upon a 

sale of tangible personal property for storage, use or 

consumption in Massachusetts “at the time of making the 

sale[]” of such property.  G.L. c. 64I, § 4.  For purposes 

of the use tax, “sale” has the same meaning as in 

G.L. c. 64H, § 1.  See G.L. c. 64I, § 1 (definition of 

“sale”).  Therefore, as in the sales tax context, a taxable 

sale for purposes of the use tax will occur at the point 

when either title to or possession of an item passes to a 

customer.  

Under the facts of this appeal, the Board found that 

title to the purchased merchandise passed 
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to the customer at the Massachusetts Circuit City store.7 

Accordingly, Circuit City was liable for the collection of 

sales tax at the point of sale in Massachusetts.  Moreover, 

because the alternative location sale was offered to 

customers as a tax-saving device, and there was nothing in 

the record to detract from the conclusion that customers 

intended to use the merchandise in Massachusetts, the 

subject transactions were also subject to use tax.  As a 

vendor doing business in the Commonwealth, Circuit City was 

also liable for collecting and remitting use tax under 

G.L. c. 64I, § 4. 

  

                                                           
7  Because the Board ruled that title to the merchandise passed to the 
customers in Massachusetts, the Board did not need to reach the issue 
of whether legal possession of the merchandise passed in Massachusetts.  
The Board notes, however, that an argument could be made that customers 
also received actual possession of the purchased merchandise at the 
point of sale in Massachusetts, because by requesting Circuit City to 
hold their merchandise at an alternative location store, to be ready 
for pick-up at their convenience, they were exercising control over the 
merchandise.  See New York Times Co. v. Commissioner of Revenue, 
22 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 177, 189 (1997), aff’d, 427 Mass. 
399 (1998)(finding that, where appellant leased aircraft to its 
subsidiary, control over the aircraft nevertheless remained with the 
appellant “such that ‘possession’ for purposes of G.L. c. 64H, § 1 did 
not change hands”).  See also TRM Copy Centers (USA) Corp. v. 
Commissioner of Revenue, 2001 ATB Adv. Sh. 109, 118-19 (in finding lack 
of possession where taxpayers were not free under a business agreement 
to use copiers for their own exclusive business purposes, the Board 
equated possession with “[h]aving control over a thing with the intent 
to have and to exercise such control” (quoting BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 
1163 (6th ed. 1990), citing Browning-Ferris Indus. v. State Tax Comm’n, 
375 Mass. 326, 330 n.4 (1978))) and Kamataris v. Comm’r of Revenue, 
6 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 46, 48 (1985) (in distinguishing “the right 
to possession” from “bare possession,” the Board found that it is “the 
right to possession that constitutes the taxable event under the sales 
tax”).    
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The Commissioner’s regulations provide that “title 

passes in accordance with the terms of the contract.”  

830 CMR 64H.6.7(a)(5).  The UCC defines a “contract” as 

“the total legal obligation which results from the parties’ 

agreement.”  G.L. c. 106, § 1-201(11).  “[A]greement” is 

further defined as “the bargain of the parties in fact as 

found in their language or by implication from other 

circumstances including course of dealing or usage of trade 

or course of performance as provided in this chapter.”  Id. 

at § 1-201(3).  See also G.L. c. 106, § 1-205, Comment 1 

(“[T]he meaning of the agreement of the parties is to be 

determined by the language used by them and by their 

action, read and interpreted in light of commercial 

practices and other surrounding circumstances.”).   

The Board found that the customer receipt, together 

with a usage of trade, formed an agreement between the 

parties that title to the items purchased passed to the 

customers at the cash register. The Board found that the 

customer receipt, generated during the sale and distributed 

to  the customer  at  the  cash register, fairly recorded 

the language of the agreement between Circuit City and  the 
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customer.8  It provided a description of the items 

purchased, their price, and the quantities purchased.  It 

also clearly denoted when an item was “reserved” for the 

customer to pick up in an alternative location and the 

alternative location where the item was to be retrieved.  

Most importantly, the receipt indicated that the customer 

furnished consideration to purchase an item and requested 

to pick up the item in an alternative location, and that 

Circuit City in turn agreed to reserve a sufficient supply 

of the item selected by the customer at the designated 

alternative location store.  The time and place of this 

bargained-for-exchange was the point of sale at the 

Massachusetts store.     

Moreover, the Board found that a usage of trade 

existed between Circuit City and its customers which also 

established that title to the items passed in 

Massachusetts.  Pursuant to the UCC, “usage of trade” is 

defined as “any practice or method of dealing having such 

regularity of observance in a place, vocation or trade as 

to justify an expectation that it will be observed with 

                                                           
8 Although a pick-up ticket was also generated at the point when the 
customer picked up merchandise at the alternative location store in New 
Hampshire, the pick-up ticket was used solely by Circuit City in its 
warehouse location and was never distributed to the customer.  
Therefore, it did not become part of the bargained agreement with the 
customer.  Moreover, the pick-up ticket did not provide any terms or 
information that altered those of the customer receipt. 
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respect to the transaction in question.”  G.L. c. 106, § 1-

205(2).  The Board found ample evidence of a usage of trade 

supporting the conclusion that title to purchased items 

passed to the Circuit City customers in Massachusetts at 

the point of sale.  Circuit City held the items for the 

customers, at their convenience, for pick-up at another 

location as directed by each customer.  However, the Board 

found that, upon paying the purchase price for an item in 

the Massachusetts store, each customer had a right to 

demand that Circuit City furnish the item to them, so that 

“a practice or method of dealing” existed between Circuit 

City and its customers which “justif[ied] an expectation” 

that Circuit City would allow its customers to carry out 

the items at the time of their purchases in Massachusetts.  

The Board, therefore, found and ruled that a usage of trade 

existed to this effect at the point of purchase in 

Massachusetts.   

The customer had a right to demand immediate 

possession of the merchandise in Massachusetts but chose 

instead, at a Circuit City employee’s suggestion, to pick 

up the item out-of-state, for immediate return for use in 

Massachusetts, solely to avoid the imposition of sales tax.  

A taxpayer cannot avoid liability for tax simply by 

postponing the means of receiving physical possession, 
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because the “exercise[] of substantive rights and powers” 

over an item serves as the linchpin of taxation.  

Commissioner of Revenue v. J.C. Penney Company, Inc., 

431 Mass. 684, 688 (2000)(“[T]he taxpayer, even though it 

did not itself physically possess the catalogs in 

Massachusetts, nevertheless exercised substantive rights 

and powers over the catalogs in the Commonwealth by 

effectuating their delivery to Massachusetts addressees.”).  

Based on the agreement between the parties, as reflected in 

their language as well as in the usage of trade, the Board 

found and ruled that title to purchased merchandise passed 

to the customer at the moment of sale in the Massachusetts 

store.  Accordingly, as a vendor doing business in the 

Commonwealth, Circuit City was liable for the collection of 

Massachusetts sales and use tax.   

Contrary to Circuit City’s argument, the transaction 

in Massachusetts was not merely the ordering of an item.  

To support its claim, Circuit City argued that a customer 

could subsequently cancel the sale and receive a full 

refund of the purchase price paid.  However, this argument 

does nothing to further Circuit City’s claim, because the 

customer could also cancel the sale at the time of pick-up 

in New Hampshire, the location where Circuit City claimed 

the sale became completed.   Alternatively, the customer 
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could subsequently return the item after pick-up.  However, 

Circuit City could hardly argue that the ability to return 

an item renders the sale incomplete for sales tax purposes.  

The Board found, in this context, no significant difference 

for tax purposes between the ability to cancel a sale and 

the ability to return an item after sale.  The Board found 

and ruled that a customer’s ability to cancel a sale, like 

the customer’s ability to return an item, does not negate 

the fact that the sale was completed.  To find otherwise 

would render every sale in Massachusetts inchoate where a 

customer held a right to return an item.  This would 

frustrate the Massachusetts sales tax structure and thus be 

contrary to the intent of the legislature in enacting the 

sales tax.  See Baker Transport, Inc. v. State Tax 

Commission, 371 Mass. 872, 876 n. 9 (1977) (“We cannot 

attribute to the Legislature an intent both to facilitate 

and frustrate tax collections in the same statute.”). 

 The Board found and ruled that pursuant to the 

contract of sale, as evidenced by the customer receipt as 

well as by the usage of trade between Circuit City and its 

customers, title to the purchased merchandise passed to the 

customer at the time of the sale in the Massachusetts store 

for all of the alternative location sales at issue.  

Accordingly, the Board found and ruled that pursuant to 
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G.L. c. 64H, § 1, a taxable “sale” occurred in the 

Massachusetts store at the cash register when the customer 

furnished consideration for the payment of merchandise. 

The passage of title to the customers in the 

Massachusetts stores is also consistent with basic 

commercial principles.  If the parties’ contract does not 

address the issue of when title passes, this determination 

is made according to the Uniform Commercial Code (the 

“UCC”), incorporated into the General Laws as Chapter 106.  

See 830 CMR 64H.6.7(a)(5).  See also Neiman Marcus, 

2001 ATB Adv. Sh. at 51 (citing Lawrence-Lynch Corp. v. 

Commissioner of Revenue, 22 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 245, 

256-57 (1997), and New England Homes, Inc. v. Commissioner 

of Revenue, 10 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 95, 99 (1988)).  In 

particular, § 2-401 governs the passage of title. 

Relying on § 2-401(2),9 Circuit City contended that it 

completed its performance with respect to delivery of the 

goods, and therefore title to the goods passed, at the 

point of a customer’s pick-up in New Hampshire. 

                                                           
9 This section provides: 

Unless otherwise explicitly agreed title passes to the 
buyer at the time and place at which the seller completes 
his performance with reference to the physical delivery of 
the goods, despite any reservation of a security interest 
and even though a document of title is to be delivered at a 
different time or place; and in particular despite any 
reservation of a security interest by the bill of lading. 

G.L. c. 106, § 2-401(2). 
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However, the Board found and ruled that a customer’s right 

to a purchased item was secured at the cash register 

terminal.  In return for the customer’s payments of 

consideration, Circuit City guaranteed that it would set 

aside a designated quantity of items of a particular brand, 

make and model, to be ready for the customer to pick up at 

the Circuit City store of his or her choice.  This 

guarantee was reflected in the customer’s receipt, as well 

as in Circuit City’s internal DPS system, which records 

were both generated during the transaction at the cash 

register in Massachusetts.  At that time, Circuit City did 

not undertake the obligation or responsibility to tender 

delivery of the merchandise to the customer.  Instead, the 

customer assumed the responsibility to travel to the 

designated Circuit City store and pick up the merchandise 

with no further performance due from the seller that was 

significant for tax purposes.   

Circuit City argued that its obligation to the 

customer was not complete until an employee handed a 

purchased item to the customer, because it retained an 

obligation to retrieve the item from the stock room and to 

replace the item if defective.  However, Circuit City could 

not argue that title to an item purchased and carried from 

a Massachusetts store would not pass to the customer at the 
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point of sale.  Therefore, the Board found and ruled that, 

for sales and use tax purposes, Circuit City’s obligations 

to retrieve or to replace an item purchased in an 

alternative location sale were legally indistinguishable 

from its obligations to retrieve or replace an item the 

customer had purchased in Massachusetts and taken from that 

store at that time in a taxable cash-and-carry transaction.   

Moreover, the Board found that the obligation to 

retrieve an item from a stock room is not a “delivery” as 

that term is used for purposes of the passage of title 

pursuant to § 2-401(2).  This is merely a store procedure 

instituted by Circuit City to maintain the orderly conduct 

of its business.  The Board found a significant distinction 

between a vendor’s active obligation to remove items from 

its store and deliver them to a particular location, versus 

its reactive duty to retrieve items from a stock room when 

the customer arrives for pick-up at that location.  Only 

the former scenario amounts to a “delivery at destination” 

of merchandise so as to affect the passage of title.  

See Neiman Marcus, 2001 ATB Adv. Sh. at 52.  Accordingly, 

the Board found and ruled that Circuit City actually 

completed its performance at the point of sale in the 

Massachusetts stores when it reserved a sufficient quantity 

of items to be available for the customer to pick-up, so 
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that title passed to the customer pursuant to UCC § 2-401 

at that time.   

The Board also found that the subject sales were 

completed in Massachusetts despite the fungible10 nature of 

the items purchased.  Relying on § 2-401(1),11 Circuit City 

argued that title to the subject goods could not pass in 

Massachusetts because no particular item was “identified” 

to a sales contract until the moment of its pick-up, when a 

store clerk selected the particular item to be given to the 

customer and entered its serial number into the DPS system.  

However, the Board found that the identification of a 

particular item’s serial number is not necessary for the 

completion of a sale.  As illustrated by Cushing v. Breed, 

96 Mass. 376 (1867), it is a long-standing Massachusetts 

common law principle that a sale will nonetheless be 

complete when a buyer has a right to a specific quantity of 

goods held in bulk.  

  

                                                           
10 The UCC defines “fungible” goods as “goods . . . of which any unit 
is, by nature of usage of trade, the equivalent of any other like 
unit.” G.L. c 106, § 1-201(17).  The items at issue in the alternative 
location sales were fungible by their nature, because a customer did 
not purchase a particular item with a particular serial number, but 
rather, only a particular make and model, which would be selected from 
the inventory in existence at the time the customer arrived at the 
alternative location store for pick-up. 
11 Section 2-401(1) provides that “[t]itle to goods cannot pass under a 
contract for sale prior to their identification to the contract 
(section 2-501) . . . .”  G.L. c. 106, § 2-401(1). 
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In that case, the Supreme Judicial Court found that a 

buyer acquired valid title to parcels of grain which were 

kept in a storage elevator without any separation from the 

rest of the inventory.  Cushing, 96 Mass. at 380.  An 

actual demarcation of the parcels purchased was not 

required, because the buyer’s right to receive a certain 

number of goods purchased, as evidenced by his receipt, 

established the transfer of title under these facts.  Upon 

the issuance of the receipt, “the delivery is thereby 

complete, and the property belongs to the vendee. . . .  

Actual separation and taking away are not necessary to 

complete the sale.”  Id.  This common law principle is also 

codified as a commercial principle in the Massachusetts 

UCC.  See G.L. c. 106, § 2-501(1)(a), Comment 5 (“The mere 

making of the contract with reference to an undivided share 

in an identified fungible bulk is enough under subsection 

(a) to effect an identification if there is no explicit 

agreement otherwise.”).  

Moreover, Circuit City placed inappropriate emphasis 

on the issue of identification, where it had already 

completed its performance with respect to the passage of 

title to the customers.  See In re Alcom America Corp., 

156 B.R. 873, 883 (Bankr. D. D.C. 1993) (“After the seller 

completes its performance with respect to delivery, thereby 
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relinquishing possession of the goods, the goods must 

necessarily be identified to the contract . . . .” 

(citing First Nat. Bank of Elkhart County v. Smoker, 

286 N.E.2d 203, 212, reh’g denied, 287 N.E.2d 788 (Ind. Ct. 

App. 1972))).  Here, Circuit City completed its performance 

with respect to physical delivery of merchandise at the 

cash register terminal in a Massachusetts store.  

Circuit City undertook no active delivery obligation; 

instead, the customer arrived at the New Hampshire store 

for pick-up.  Therefore, the goods “necessarily” were 

identified to the sales contract at the cash register in 

Massachusetts, and accordingly, title to the goods passed 

to the customer pursuant to § 2-401 at that time.   

In sum, for a taxable sale to occur, G.L. c. 64H, § 1 

requires that either title to or possession of an item must 

pass in the Commonwealth.  In the alternative location 

sales at issue, the Board found and ruled that title to the 

items passed to the customers in the Commonwealth at the 

points of sale at the cash registers.  Accordingly, the 

Board found and ruled that these transactions constituted 

sales of tangible goods in Massachusetts pursuant to 

G.L. c. 64H, § 1, so as to warrant the imposition of the 

Massachusetts sales and use tax. 
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b. Circuit City did not meet its burden of 
proving that the use of the purchased 
merchandise was intended to occur outside 
the Commonwealth. 

 
 

The burden of proving that the alternative location 

sales at issue were not subject to the Massachusetts use 

tax rests squarely with the appellant.  See J.C. Penney 

Co., 431 Mass. at 686.  Circuit City’s burden entailed 

production of evidence establishing use of the purchased 

merchandise in the transactions at issue outside the 

Commonwealth.  Apart from unsupported assertions of 

counsel, however, the Board found no evidence at trial 

suggesting that merchandise acquired in an alternative 

location sale by a Massachusetts addressee in a 

Massachusetts retail store and involving the payment of 

consideration in Massachusetts was intended for use in 

New Hampshire or anywhere else outside the Commonwealth.  

In fact, the Board found much evidence suggesting that the 

merchandise was being purchased for use in Massachusetts, 

where the purchaser gave a Massachusetts address during the 

transaction, paid consideration for the transaction in a 

Massachusetts Circuit City store, and chose to pick-up the 

merchandise in a New Hampshire store at the suggestion of a 

Circuit City employee.  The evidence from the three 

alternative location sales in evidence further undermines 
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the sweeping conclusions offered by the appellant as to use 

of the property outside of Massachusetts.  The Board thus 

found and ruled that Circuit City did not meet its burden 

of proving that the merchandise, paid for in transactions 

initiated in Massachusetts by Massachusetts addressees, was 

intended for use outside of the Commonwealth.  Accordingly, 

the Board found and ruled that the Commissioner properly 

applied the use tax to the sales at issue. 

 

c. No exceptions apply to exempt the 
alternative location sales from the 
Massachusetts sales tax or use tax. 

 
 

The gross receipts of a vendor are presumed to be from 

sales subject to tax “until the contrary is established.”  

G.L. c. 64H, § 8(a).  The Board found and ruled that no 

exemptions from the sales or use taxes applied to the 

alternative location sales at issue.  Exemptions applicable 

to the sales tax are extended into the use tax context as 

well.  G.L. c. 64I, § 7(b).  Circuit City relied on 

G.L. c.  64H, § 6(b), which provides an exemption for sales 

in which the vendor is obligated to deliver the goods “to a 

purchaser outside the commonwealth or to a designee outside 

the commonwealth of a purchaser outside the commonwealth.”   
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The Board found and ruled that § 6(b) did not exempt 

the alternative location sales at issue.  With the purchase 

initiated in Massachusetts and involving a Massachusetts 

addressee, the payment of consideration in Massachusetts, 

and subsequent pick-up in New Hampshire at the suggestion 

of a Circuit City store clerk, the Board found that the 

appellant could not colorably show a “purchaser outside the 

commonwealth” under the facts of this appeal.  The 

provisions of G.L. c. 64H, § 6(b) thus could not be invoked 

to extend a blanket exemption over the sales at issue.   

Moreover, as evidenced by the testimony of the 

customers, the Board found that the alternative location 

sales involving pick-up in New Hampshire were a deliberate 

attempt by Circuit City to circumvent the sales tax.  “[W]e 

refuse to believe that so transparent an escape device from 

the sales tax was intended by the Legislature.”  

Clark Franklin Press Corp. v. State Tax Comm’n, 364 Mass. 

598, 603 (1974).  Circuit City stretched far the basic 

legal premises of the sales and use tax structure by 

attempting to convert sales by Massachusetts stores into 

tax-free transactions.  “[W]e reject a technical 

construction of [a term in c. 64H] that would permit 

vendors to escape sales and use tax liability by artful 

drafting.”  Commissioner of Revenue v. Jafra Cosmetics, 
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Inc., 433 Mass. 255, 261 (2001) (citing Clark Franklin 

Press Corp., 364 Mass. at 603).   

The Board also found and ruled that the exception at 

G.L. c. 64H, § 1 (definition of “sale at retail”) did not 

apply to exclude an alternative location sale from being a 

true “sale at retail” or “retail sale” in Massachusetts.  

The exception  for these terms would exclude “any sale in 

which the only transaction in the Commonwealth is the mere 

execution of the contract of sale and in which the tangible 

personal property sold is not in the Commonwealth at the 

time of such execution.”  However, because the customer 

received title to the merchandise in Massachusetts, more 

than the “mere execution of the contract” took place here.  

Therefore, the Board found and ruled that this exception 

did not apply to exclude the alternative location sales 

from the sales or use taxes.   

Accordingly, because the subject transactions were 

sales that occurred in Massachusetts, and no exceptions in 

G.L. c. 64H, § 6 applied to exempt them, the Board found 

and ruled that the alternative location sales were properly 

subject to the Massachusetts sales and use taxes. 
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2. The use of the term “sales/use tax” in the NIA and 
NOA did not render the subject assessment void. 

 
 

The Board was not persuaded by Circuit City’s argument 

that the Commissioner violated G.L. c. 62C, § 26 by 

denoting the taxes at issue as “sales/use” taxes, because 

the use of this term constituted a proper assessment of the 

tax at issue and gave Circuit City proper notice of the 

type of tax that was being assessed.   

It is well-settled that the sales and use taxes are 

components of a comprehensive tax system: 

The use tax established in G.L. c. 64I, along 
with the sales tax in G.L. c. 64H, are 
complementary components of a unitary taxing 
program designed to reach all transactions 
(unless specifically exempted) in which tangible 
personal property is sold inside or outside the 
Commonwealth for storage, use or other 
consumption within the Commonwealth.  
 

Towle v. Commissioner of Revenue, 397 Mass. 599, 604 (1986) 

(citations omitted) (emphasis added).  As the Supreme 

Judicial Court has found, “[t]he two taxes are intended to 

be compl[e]mentary and the statutory basis for imposing 

each tax is virtually identical.”  Jafra Cosmetics, 

433 Mass. at 259, n. 9.  See also Wide World Photos, Inc. 

v. Commissioner of Revenue, 2001 ATB Adv. Sh. 294, 300 

(April 11, 2001) (“[T]he distinction between the two taxes 
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is often immaterial when either reach a given 

transaction.”).     

Moreover, a notice which informed the taxpayer of a 

“sales/use” tax assessment provided sufficient notice to 

the taxpayer to challenge the assessment, where both taxes 

applied to the transactions at issue.  See 830 CMR 

62C.26.1(6)(h).  Furthermore, the Board found that Circuit 

City understood the audit to include an assessment of both 

sales and use taxes.  Circuit City specifically argued the 

applicability of both taxes, making distinct arguments for 

each.  The Board thus found and ruled that the 

Commissioner’s assessment of “sales/use taxes” in this 

appeal was a proper assessment, which provided Circuit City 

with ample notice to prepare its case against this 

assessment.  Accordingly, the Board found and ruled that 

Circuit City’s challenge under G.L. c. 62C was without 

merit.  

 

3. The audit methods employed in this case were not 
unreliable or invalid.  

 
It is well-settled that when a taxpayer challenges an 

assessment made by the Commissioner, “[t]he burden is on 

the taxpayer to show error in the assessment and 

impropriety in the method used.”  Allied Building Credits, 
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Inc. v. State Tax Comm’n, 344 Mass. 503, 509 (1962) (citing 

State Tax Comm’n v. John H. Breck, Inc., 336 Mass. 277, 299 

(1957)).  Circuit City thus had the burden of proving that 

the Commissioner exceeded his authority in using a 

statistical sampling method in making his assessment.   

Statistical sampling is authorized pursuant to 

G.L. c.  62C, § 24, which provides, in pertinent part, 

that: 

[i]f the books, papers, records, and other data 
of the taxpayer are so voluminous as to make a 
complete audit thereof impractical and 
inefficient, the commissioner may use such 
statistical sample methods in conducting such 
audit as may be agreed to by the parties and 
project the audit findings derived therefrom over 
the entire audit period to determine the proper 
tax.  If, after a good faith effort, the parties 
cannot reach such an agreement, the commissioner 
may utilize such statistical sample methods which 
he deems appropriate and which comply with the 
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 

Circuit City argued that the statistical sampling method 

employed by the auditor was defective because it was based 

upon only two weekend days with a total of twenty-three 

transactions in three of Circuit City’s eighteen 

Massachusetts stores.  Moreover, because the Commissioner’s 

auditor admitted that he had never actually read the audit 

procedures of the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), Circuit 

City concluded that the audit was thereby necessarily 
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inconsistent with the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) audit 

regulations.   

However, Circuit City failed to provide a sufficient 

evidentiary basis for a finding that the audit method was 

defective.  See Rule Industries, Inc. v. Commissioner of 

Revenue, 23 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 41 (1997).  In Rule 

Industries, the Board found that the appellant did not meet 

the criteria for a successful challenge to the 

Commissioner’s statistical sampling method:  “aside from 

general assertions, the Appellant has not shown that the 

sampling method employed by the auditor was defective in 

any manner, inappropriate or not in compliance with 

G.L. c. 62C, § 24, in any way.”  Id. at 49.  Proof of 

actual defect beyond the naked assertion that a sampling 

was “unnecessary” is required.  Id.  Circuit City did not 

produce the evidence necessary to make such a finding.  

Additionally, Circuit City’s bare accusation that the 

auditor himself had not read the IRS audit procedures did 

not meet its burden of demonstrating an actual violation of 

Code provisions. 

The Board found and ruled that the auditor met the 

requirements of G.L. c. 62C, § 24.  It was reasonable for 

the auditor to consider the sales tax records, including 

the DPS Entry Journal records and the sales and use tax 
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returns with their supporting records, for three 

Massachusetts Circuit City stores, a prominent, national 

retail chain, to be sufficiently voluminous and, therefore, 

to seek a statistical sampling method.  See Rule Indus., 

23 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. at 49.  Moreover, the Board also 

found and ruled that the auditor made a good faith effort 

to reach an agreement regarding the use of statistical 

sampling methods with Circuit City, which would have 

utilized records for seven stores over a thirty-day period.  

However, Circuit City did not act in good faith when it 

“steadfastly refused to consider [the statistical sample] 

and, instead, chose not to cooperate with the auditor.”  

Id.  See also Jafra Cosmetics, 433 Mass. at 264 (“[T]he 

most efficient administration of the tax statutes” is 

achieved by imposing the burden of producing sufficient 

evidence on the vendor, who “knows the identity and sales 

volume of [its affiliates] located in-State.” 

(citing J.C. Penney Co., 431 Mass. at 690)). 

Circuit City argued that the auditor should have 

issued administrative subpoenas in order to demand a more 

complete review of Circuit City’s records.  However, the 

Board found and ruled that G.L. c. 62C, § 24 does not 

impose such a duty upon an auditor.  For purposes of § 24, 

the auditor fulfilled his duty to make a good faith effort 
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to reach an agreement by requesting relevant sales tax 

documents for the seven stores for the thirty-day period, 

and then, upon Circuit City’s refusal to comply, by 

requesting relevant documents for the three stores for the 

two-day period.  Circuit City’s refusal to produce 

sufficient documents or to negotiate a sampling agreement 

did not create a burden on the auditor to compel a 

production of documents by administrative subpoenas 

enforceable by the superior court.  Rather, it precluded 

Circuit City from complaining that the sample was too 

restrictive, particularly where the sample was based on 

those records which Circuit City chose to produce to the 

auditor.  It would produce a curious result to find that a 

taxpayer could refuse to cooperate with a statistical 

sampling, produce limited records, chose which records to 

produce, and then prevail on an argument that the sampling 

was too limited.  For all these reasons, the Board found 

and ruled that the auditor complied with G.L. c. 62C, § 24 

in his use of the statistical sampling period.      

The Board also found critical differences between this 

appeal and Chef Chang’s House, Inc. v. Commissioner of 

Revenue, 20 Mass. App. Tax Bd. Rep. 67 (1996), relied upon 

by Circuit City, where the Board found the Commissioner’s 

assessment methods to be fatally flawed.  In Chef Chang’s, 
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the Commissioner’s auditor completely disregarded the 

restaurant taxpayer’s records and instead made his own 

assessments of alcohol sales.  Further, the auditor made 

his assessments using procedures that were based on 

speculative data and unjustified assumptions, such as 

assuming that all alcohol purchased was sold at retail, 

thereby ignoring breakage, spillage and complimentary 

drinks.12  He also made other gross miscalculations.13  Id. 

at 71, 73.  Comparing the Commissioner’s audit records with 

the data supplied to the Commissioner by the taxpayer, the 

Chef Chang’s Board found that “the method used by the 

Commissioner’s auditor was not justified given the 

extensive records maintained and supplied by the Appellant 

in this case.  These records were reliable and complete in 

most respects.”  Id. at 75.   

Chef Chang’s does not stand for the proposition that 

all statistical samples employed by the Commissioner’s 

auditors are invalid.  While a statistical sample was used 

in that appeal, it was the “multiple inferences which would 

be tenuous under any circumstances” that fatally flawed the 

                                                           
12 The evidence established that the taxpayer provided complimentary 
drinks to approximately seventeen to nineteen employees, including “the 
master chef who drank one-half a bottle of Johnny Walker whiskey a day 
while working,” as well as to regular patrons and to patrons on New 
Year’s Eve. 
13 For example, the auditor failed to distinguish between wine and hard 
alcohol, thus assuming that every drink contained two and one-half 
ounces of alcohol. 
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audit.  Id. at 75.  Additionally, the Board’s opinion 

relied heavily on the taxpayer’s cooperation with the audit 

by providing requested data.  See Id. at 75.  Unlike the 

taxpayer in Chef Chang’s, Circuit City simply refused to 

produce the requested records, choosing instead to produce 

records covering a two-day period for the stores closest to 

the border of New Hampshire.  The Board thus found that 

Chef Chang’s was inapposite to this appeal.  Accordingly, 

Circuit City failed to meet its required burden of proof to 

defeat the Commissioner’s assessment. 

 

4. Conclusion. 

Based on the foregoing, the Board found and ruled that 

the Commissioner properly assessed additional “sales/use” 

taxes to Circuit City on the alternative location sales 

occurring in Massachusetts for the tax periods at issue.  

Accordingly, the Board entered a judgment for the appellee 

in this appeal. 
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